
 

Monday September 17th   

Lesson 6 Vocabulary   
1. acrid (AK rid) ADJ. sharp or bitter in taste or odor; irritating 

2. aromatic (AR uh MAT ik) ADJ. fragrant  

3. bland (bland) ADJ. mild; soothing; not irritating 

4. blare (blair) N. noisy, loud sound 

5. bleat (bleet) V. to make the noise of a sheep or goat 

Ch. 6 Lesson 4 The Voice of a Verb 

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  
1. The noon whistle announced lunchtime.  

2. A shadow was cast on the day by Jennifer’s uncooperative 

attitude.  



Tuesday September 18th   

Lesson 6 Vocabulary   
6. din (din) N. continuous mixture of loud and discordant noises 

7. drone (drohn) V. to make a dull, humming sound or to speak 

monotonously 

8. musky (MUHS kee) ADJ. a hearty, penetrating odor like that 

obtained from musk deer 

9. musty (MUHS tee) ADJ. smelling damp and decayed 

10. odorous (OH dur uhs) ADJ. having a strong, distinctive, 

usually unpleasant odor 

Ch. 6 Lesson 4 The Voice of a Verb 

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  
3. A fire engine clanged down the boulevard.  

4. That poem describes city sounds of all kinds.  



Wednesday September 19th   

Lesson 6 Vocabulary   
11. olfactory (ahl FAK tuh ree) ADJ. pertaining to the sense of 

smell 

12. palatable (PAL uh tuh buhl) ADJ. having an agreeable taste; 

acceptable to be eaten 

13. pungent (PUHN juhnt) ADJ. sharp and keen smelling or 

tasting 

14. radiate (RAY dee AYT) V. to send out in rays 

15. rancid (RAN sid) ADJ. having a sour, rank, or stale smell or 

taste 

Ch. 6 Lesson 4 The Voice of a Verb 

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  
5. Was the poem written by an American poet?  

6. Hawaiians have used surfboards for more than 100 years.  



Thursday September 20th   

Lesson 6 Vocabulary   
16. redolent (RED uhl uhnt) ADJ. giving off a -fragrance; 

scented 

17. reek ( reek) V. to give off a strong or offensive smell 

18. resonant (REZ uh nuhnt) ADJ. able to produce or exhibit an 

intense, rich sound 

19. tactile (TAK tuhl) ADJ. relating to the sense of touch 

20. tart (tahrt) ADJ. having a sharp or acid taste 

Ch. 6 Lesson 4 The Voice of a Verb 

Identify the voice of the verb in each sentence.  
7. That ball has been hit out of the park!  

8. The windows were installed by a local company.  


